ABSTRACT. We prove that the operad of mock partially associative n-ary algebras is not Koszul, as conjectured by the second and the third author in 2009, and utilise the Zeilberger's algorithm for hypergeometric summation to demonstrate that non-Koszulness of that operad cannot be established by hunting for negative coefficients in the inverse of its Poincaré series.
INTRODUCTION
Summary of results. Koszul duality theory for operads was developed in the seminal paper [5] , where it is established that among operads with quadratic relations there is an important subclass formed by Koszul operads. The category of algebras over a Koszul operad enjoys particularly nice homotopical properties. For that reason, it is important to have tools to establish whether an operad is Koszul: if it is Koszul, many questions about its algebras are answered automatically by the methods of [5] , if it is not Koszul, studying the homotopy category of algebras over that operad is a more unusual and challenging task. Currently, the most general way to establish that an operad is Koszul seems to come from operadic Gröbner bases [1, 2] , and the most general way to establish that an operad is not Koszul relies on a functional equation established in [5] . The latter equation, in slightly more modern terms, says that for a Koszul operad P , we have g P (g P ¡ (t )) = t , where P ¡ is the Koszul dual cooperad, and g is the Poincaré series (the generating series for the Euler characteristics of components).
The paper [5] is mostly concerned with operads whose generating operations are all binary; algebras over such operads appear in applications more frequently (for example the most famous operads ever studied, those of associative algebras, commutative associative algebras, and Lie algebras, belong to that class). While it is not hard to extend Koszul duality to the case of operads whose generating operations may be of different arities (see, for example, the monograph [9] for definitions that do not place any assumptions on the arities of generators), or at least not binary, early papers on the subject ignored crucial homological degree shifts, and as a consequence some claims made in those papers were wrong. For example, the operad called the operad of n-ary partially associative algebras in [6, 7] , only resembles the Koszul dual operad of the operad of totally associative algebras, contrary to the claims made there.
Recently, several examples of n-ary operads (that is, operads generated by operations of the same arity n) were studied by the second and the third author in the papers [11, 12] the first of which was circulated as a preprint back in 2009. The defining relations of those operads describe various types of "graded n-associativity" and resemble the defining relations of the operads of totally associative and partially associative n-ary algebras, but have different signs and homological degrees in the definition. For the latter reason, we refer to them as operads of mock totally / partially associative n-ary algebras. In [11, 12] , some of those operads were proved to be Koszul, some of them were proved to not be Koszul, and finally, the remaining ones were conjectured to not be Koszul. In fact, it is quite easy to describe those conjecturally non-Koszul operads. Fix n ≥ 2. The operad p Ass n 0 of mock partially associative n-ary algebras is generated by one operation µ of arity n and of degree 0 satisfying 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 18D50 (Primary), 18G55, 33F10, 55P48 (Secondary).
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In [11, 12] , the operads p Ass n 0 are proved to be non-Koszul for n ≤ 7, and it was conjectured that they are not Koszul for all n ≥ 2.
The Koszul dual cooperad of p Ass n 0 is the cooperad (t Ass n 1 ) c , whose coalgebras are mock totally coassociative coalgebras (with one operation of arity n and degree 1); that operad has an extremely simple Poincaré series t − t n + t 2n−1
. In this paper, we establish two results. First, we prove that the operad p Ass n 0 is not Koszul. For that, we establish and utilise a rather surprising combinatorial formula representing a certain element in the cobar complex of (t Ass n 1 ) c as a boundary. Second, we check that the inverse series of t − t n + t 2n−1
for n = 8 does not have any negative coefficients (so a positivity criterion of Koszulness based on the Ginzburg-Kapranov functional equation is not of any help); for that we make use of the Zeilberger's algorithm for hypergeometric summation.
Plan of the paper. In Section 1, we recall the key definitions needed throughout the paper. In Section 2, we prove that the mock partially associative operad is not Koszul. In Section 3, we show that the result of the previous section cannot be obtained using the positivity criterion of Koszulness.
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(NON-)KOSZULNESS AND ITS CRITERIA
Throughout this paper, we follow the notational conventions set out in [9] . We briefly recall the most important notational conventions and definitions, and refer the reader to [9, Chapter 7] for the details. All the results of this paper are valid for an arbitrary field k of characteristic zero. We use a formal symbol s of homological degree 1 to encode suspensions and de-suspensions.
Unless otherwise specified, all operads P discussed in this paper are nonsymmetric, that is they are monoids in the monoidal category of nonsymmetric collections; the monoidal structure in that latter category is denoted •. In addition, all operads are implicitly assumed reduced (P (0) = 0) and connected (P (1) ∼ = k). Throughout this paper, we use the abbreviation 'ns' instead of the word 'nonsymmetric'. We use the notation X ∼ = Y for isomorphisms of ns collections, and the notation X ≃ Y for weak equivalences (quasi-isomorphisms).
The free operad generated by a ns collection X is denoted T (X ), the cofree (conilpotent) cooperad cogenerated by a ns collection X is denoted T c (X ); the former is spanned by "tree tensors", and has its composition product, and the latter has the same underlying ns collection but a different structure, a decomposition coproduct. The underlying ns collection of each of those is weight graded (a tree tensor has weight p if its underlying tree has p internal vertices), and we denote by T (X ) (p) the subcollection which is the span of all tree tensors of weight p. Infinitesimal (partial) composition products on T (X ) are denoted • i .
1.1. Koszul duality for quadratic (co)operads. A pair consisting of a ns collection X and a subcollection R ⊂ T (X ) (2) is called quadratic data. To a choice of quadratic data one can associate the quadratic operad P = P (X , R) with generators X and relations R, the largest quotient operad O of T (X ) for which the composite
is zero. Also, to a choice of quadratic data one can associate the quadratic cooperad C = C (X , R) with cogenerators X and corelations R, the largest subcooperad Q ⊂ T c (X ) for which the composite
Definition 1 (Koszul duality). Let (X , R) be a choice of quadratic data. The Koszul duality for operads assigns to an operad P = P (X , R) its Koszul dual cooperad
Recall that the (left) Koszul complex of a ns quadratic operad P = P (X , R) is the ns collection P • P ¡ equipped with a certain differential coming from a "twisting morphism"
Definition 2 (Koszul operad). A quadratic operad P is said to be Koszul if its Koszul complex is acyclic, so that the inclusion
induces an isomorphism in the homology.
For a cooperad C , its cobar complex Ω(C ) is, by definition, the free operad T (s −1 C ) equipped with the differential coming from the infinitesimal decomposition coproducts on C . It is known [9, Prop. 7.3.2] that for a quadratic Koszul operad P there is a weak equivalence Ω(P ¡ ) ≃ P ; that is, the cobar complex Ω(P ¡ ) represents the minimal model of P , see [10] for the precise definition.
Poincaré series for operads and the positivity criterion for Koszulness.
A very useful numerical invariant of a ns collection is given by its Poincaré series.
Definition 3 (Poincaré series)
. Let X be a ns collection with finite-dimensional components. The generating series for Euler characteristics of components of X is called the Poincaré series of X and is denoted by g X (t ):
An important property of the Poincaré series is that it is compatible with the ns composition •.
Proposition 4 ([5, Prop. 4.1.7]). Let X and Y be two ns collections with finite
Corollary 5. Let P be a ns operad with finite-dimensional components.
is the minimal model of P , then
Proof. The claim (i) follows from either the more general (ii), or from the definition of the Koszul operad using the Koszul complex. The claim (ii) is proved in [11] ; it also immediately follows from Proposition 4 and [9, Th. 6.6.2]).
Equation (1) provides an obvious necessary condition for an operad to be Koszul. However, in many cases it is too hard to compute the Poincaré series of both P and P ¡ . For that reason, the following weaker result is used in many known proofs of non-Koszulness in the available literature.
Corollary 6 (Positivity criterion). Suppose that P is a quadratic ns operad with finite-dimensional components generated by operations of homological degree zero. If the compositional inverse of the power series g P ¡ (t ) has at least one negative coefficient, then P is not Koszul.
This criterion (or its mild variations) was utilised, for instance, in [4] for the "mock Lie" operad and the "mock-commutative operad", in [17] for some Manin products of operads, and in [11, 12] for some other mock operads of n-ary algebras. 3 1.3. The gap criterion for n-ary operads. We fix n ≥ 2. Suppose that P is an n-ary quadratic operad. The operad P has a weight grading, and so does its minimal model (T (E ), ∂) ≃ (P , 0); we denote by E (p) the subcollection of E consisting of all elements of weight p. It is clear that P
Definition 7 ([12, Def. 3.2]). The minimal model (T (E ), ∂) of an n-ary operad has a gap of length
.
Proposition 8 (Gap criterion, [11] ). Suppose that the minimal model of a quadratic n-ary operad P has a gap of finite length. Then P is not Koszul.
THE MOCK PARTIALLY ASSOCIATIVE OPERAD IS NOT KOSZUL
Let us fix n ≥ 2. In this section, we study the operad p Ass n 0 of mock partially associative n-ary algebras; it is generated by one operation µ of arity n and of degree 0 satisfying one single relation
In [11] , the weak Ginzburg-Kapranov criterion was used to establish that the operads p Ass n 0 are not Koszul for n ≤ 7, and it was conjectured that they are not Koszul for all n ≥ 2. In this section we prove this conjecture: , whose coalgebras are mock totally coassociative coalgebras (with one operation of arity n and degree 1). From [11, Lemma 19] , it follows that the only nonzero components of that latter cooperad are those of arities 1, n and 2n − 1.
Assume that the operad p Ass n 0 is Koszul, so that it coincides with the homology of the cobar construction Ω((t Ass n 1 ) c ). Explicitly, the cobar construction is freely generated by an operation µ of arity n and degree 0, and an operation ξ of arity 2n − 1 and degree 1; its differential ∂ is given by
As usual, we will represent elements of the free operad as linear combinations of planar rooted trees. In homological degree 0 we have trees with n-ary vertices, and in degree 1 trees with n-ary vertices and exactly one vertex of arity 2n − 1, which we call the fat vertex. The central rôle in the proof is played by the element µ , and so for w = n + 1 that number is equal to
which is the dimension of the whole weight n + 1 component of the corresponding free operad. Therefore, for a "generic" relation it would even be likely that all tree tensors vanish individually, but since our relation is far from generic, only some partial vanishing is observed. 4 Let us introduce, only for the purposes of this section, the following: Terminology. A 0-tree will mean a planar rooted tree with n + 1 vertices of arity n. A 1-tree will be a planar rooted tree with n − 1 vertices of arity n and one fat vertex. With a few obvious exceptions, by a tree we will mean either a 0-tree or a 1-tree. Thus µ
is a particular example of a 0-tree.
Theorem 10.
There exist nonzero integers ǫ T ∈ Z given for each 1-tree T such that for the element
we have
We prove Theorem 10 by explicitly defining the coefficients ǫ T and showing that they have the requisite properties. Denote by edg(X ) the set of internal edges of a tree X and e(X ) the cardinality of this set. Notice that e(X ) = n if X is a 0-tree and n − 1 if X is a 1-tree.
Assume that we are given a rule that divides internal edges of each tree X into two disjoint subsets, the set reg(X ) of regular edges and the set sng(X ) of singular ones. For a 0-tree S and its internal edge e ∈ edg(S) denote by S/e the tree obtained by collapsing e into a vertex. Suppose that the rule is such that (5) card(reg(S/e)) = card(reg(S)) − 1 if e is regular, and card(reg(S)) if e is singular.
The core of our proof of Theorem 10 is the following combinatorial lemma.
Lemma 11. For a 1-tree T put g = g (T ) := card(reg(T )) and define
Then the boundary condition
in which B 1 (resp. B 0 ) is the sum of all 0-trees with sng(S) = (resp. with reg(S) = ), is satisfied.
Proof of Lemma 11. For a 0-tree S let ∂ T ǫ T T [S] be the coefficient of S in ∂ T ǫ T T . It is clear from the definition of the differential that
Denote k := card(reg(S)). By (5) one has g (S/e) = k − 1 if e is regular, and k if e is singular, therefore ǫ S/e = (−1)
! if e is regular, and
Notice finally that, since card(reg(S)) + card(sng(S)) = card(edg(S)) = n, one has card(sng(S)) = n − k. Using the above calculations we verify that, for k = 0, n,
If sng(S) = then k = n and the second sum in the right hand side of (8) vanishes while the first one equals
The case reg(S) = is similar.
Let us describe a particular rule satisfying (5) . Given a tree X , we "flatten" it in such a way that its rightmost input leg is at the same level as its root leg, resulting in a diagram of the form
where R i 's are, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, planar rooted trees. We call the result the body of the tree X . The soul of a tree X is obtained from its body by removing all the external legs; it is a diagram of the form
where T i 's are trees with no external legs. Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set edg(X ) of internal edges of X and the set of edges of its soul.
We call an edge of X singular if it corresponds to the outgoing edge of a non-fat vertex of the soul of X with no input edge, i.e. when it looks as • is the only 0-tree with no singular edge, while each 0-tree has at least one regular edge. Thus (4) is an immediate consequence of (7). One sees that card(reg(T 1 )) = card(reg(T 2 )) = 0 and card(reg(T 3 )) = card(reg(T 4 )) = card(reg(T 5 )) = 1 so, by (6) , ǫ T 1 = ǫ T 2 = −1 and ǫ T 3 = ǫ T 4 = ǫ T 5 = 1. Equation (4) in this case reads
FIGURE 2. Some 1-trees for n = 3 together with their bodies and souls. 
so c n is indeed a cycle. The crucial rôle in proving that c n is non-homologous to zero is played by the "whistle-blower"
For example, the whistle-blower w 3 is represented by the tree .
•
We claim that the monomial w n occurs in c n written as a linear combination of monomials with a non-trivial coefficient. It is clear that w n cannot appear in ν • n! µ, since the rightmost input of w n is the input of ξ, while the rightmost inputs of all monomials constituting ν • n! µ are that of µ. On the other hand, it is clear that
is the unique monomial such that w n = µ • n x n . For example, for n = 3, x 3 is represented by the tree
By Theorem 10, the monomial x n occurs in ν with a nontrivial coefficient, so w n appears in c n with the same nontrivial coefficient. 1 1 Inspecting the pictorial presentation of x n we easily establish that this coefficient equals (−1) n+1 (n − 1)!. 7 Let us prove that c n is not a boundary. Assume the existence of a degree 2 element b n such that c n = ∂(b n ). This would in particular mean that the coefficient of w n in ∂(b n ) is non-zero. The whistleblower w n was defined in such a way that all internal edges of the corresponding tree W n connect non-fat vertices • representing µ with the fat vertex ■, as in the graphical representation of W 3 above.
All trees whose differentials may contain W n are obtained by contracting an internal edge of W n . This contraction produces a vertex with 3n − 2 inputs, while there is no generator of the cobar complex of this arity.
Remark 14.
The result we just proved establishes that the cobar complex Ω((t Ass n 1 ) c ) has homology classes of positive degree, at least of weight n + 2. We do not know if that is the smallest value of weight for which non-trivial homology classes exist. It is also worth noting that our proof was using the characteristic zero assumption in a rather crucial way; it would be interesting to see if it can be relaxed.
To conclude this section, let us outline an alternative proof of the fact that the operad p Ass n 0 is not Koszul for n = 8 (the case of a particular interest in the following section), not relying directly on the knowledge of its Koszul dual; we believe this proof is of independent interest. To that end, we show that the minimal model of the operad p Ass Proof. By assumption, P = P (X , R) with the generating collection X concentrated in arity n and homological degree d . Since P is quadratic, R must be concentrated in arity 2n −1 and homological degree 2d . The 2-step approximation to the minimal model for P (not taking into account higher syzygies) is therefore of the form
with the weight 1 part E (1) concentrated in arity n and homological degree d , and the weight 2 part E (2) in arity 2n − 1 and homological degree 2d + 1. The image ∂(E (2) ) generates the operadic ideal of relations and ∂| E (2) is a monomorphism.
The three-step approximation to the minimal model for P is of the form
where ∂(E (3) ) kills the homology classes in the kernel of H (ρ 2 ) in weight 3 and arity 3n − 2. Notice that the weight 3 part T (E (1) , E (2) ) (3) of T (E (1) , E (2) ) decomposes as
where T (E (1) , E
) (1, 1) is the subspace of T (E (1) , E
) spanned by infinitesimal compositions of one element of E (1) with one element of E (2) . The kernel of H (ρ 2 )(3n − 2) is therefore concentrated in homological degrees 3d and 3d + 1. Observing that H 3d (ρ 2 )(3n − 2) is an isomorphism
we conclude that the only elements to be killed by E
are of degree 3d +1. This finishes the proof.
Remark 16. Using methods of [3] , it is possible to prove a stronger version of Lemma 15 stating that for any quadratic operad P (with generators of any arities and homological degrees), the k-th Quillen homology of P is concentrated in weight k for k ≤ 3.
The proof of non-Koszulness now goes as follows. Numerical calculations using Gröbner bases for operads find the initial terms of the Poincaré series for p Ass 
is concentrated in degree 2, so the vanishing of χ(E (3) ) implies that E (3) = 0. Meanwhile, analysing the proof of Theorem 9, we see that in fact we did not use the Koszul duality as such: in this proof, Ω((t Ass In this section, we consider the possibility of using the positivity criterion of Koszulness for the operad p Ass n 0 . Since the Koszul dual of this operad is a very simple cooperad t Ass n 1 c , it is natural to try to prove non-Koszulness by establishing that the compositional inverse of the Poincaré series of the latter cooperad has negative coefficients. This works for n ≤ 7, as shown in [11, 12] , but it turns out that for n = 8 the inverse series does not have any negative coefficients, which we demonstrate below. For an idea of a different proof using the saddle point method, see [15] .
We first recall a classical result on inversion of power series. To state it, we use, for a formal power series F (t ), the notation t k F (t ) for the coefficient of t k in F (t ), and the notation F (t )
for the compositional inverse of F (t ) (if that inverse exists).
Proposition 17 (Lagrange's inversion formula [16, Sec. 5.4] ). Let f (t ) be a formal power series without a constant term and with a nonzero coefficient of t . Then f (t ) has a compositional inverse, and
Let us now prove the main result of this section. Namely, we show that the compositional inverse of the power series g t Ass 
, where h is some formal power series.
Let us start the asymptotic analysis of the coefficients of the series h(t ). As the latter modulus is manifestly 1 7 5 , the radius of convergence of the inverse series is , is equal to is given by the requested formula
Lemma 19. The radius of convergence of h(t ) is equal to
The expression a n is given by the formula which is a sum of "hypergeometric" terms, we see that
Zeilberger's algorithm [13, Ch. 6] applies. We used the interface to it provided by the sumrecursion function of Maple; this function implements the Koepf's version of Zeilberger's algorithm [8, Ch. 7] .
